Essentials of Medical Pharmacology
by Tripathi

Salient Features

- Thoroughly revised and updated chapters including new drugs and latest treatment guidelines.
- A new chapter on ‘Nitric oxide and vasoactive peptide signal molecules; along with novel drugs that act by modifying action/turnover of these molecules.
- Eye catching drug classification charts which help create pictorial memory.
- Several new figures, charts, tables and highlight boxes.
- Focus on ‘evidence-based medicine’ by extensive reference to credible studies and endpoint trials.
- India-specific information on diseases, drugs and treatment guidelines, particularly for TB, leprosy, HIV-AIDS, malaria, kala-azar, etc.
- Therapeutic recommendations from eminent professional bodies and organizations.
- Full coverage of the revised competency-based Pharmacology curriculum of MCI for graduate medical students.

Pharmacological Classification of Drugs
With Doses and Preparations
by Tripathi

Salient Features

- The present user-friendly format of the booklet is intended to make it a better aid for remembering drug names, identifying the class and subclass to which they belong, and provide easy access to core prescribing information.
- Drugs classifications are presented in the form of hierarchically designed charts along with pictorial images for easy learning.
- All classifications have been updated, expanded and modified wherever necessary.
- Doses, frequency and route (s) of administration along with leading brand names of drugs and different types of dosage forms are listed after each class of drugs.
- New drugs, particularly those marketed recently, have been included.
- Single drug formulations are mainly mentioned.
- Combined drug formulations find a place wherever important or relevant.
- Synonyms and alternative names of drugs and classes of drugs are also mentioned.

Buy our books online from www.jaypeebrothers.com
Exam Preparatory Manual for Undergraduates Pharmacology by Udaykumar

Salient Features
- Exam oriented format.
- Simple language.
- Student-friendly presentation.
- New mind map concept introduced to assist visual memory.
- Simple figures.
- Self-explanatory flowcharts
- Compare-contrast series to improve depth.
- Mnemonics for better retention.
- Medical Council of India (MCI) syllabus covered.

Two Colour | Paperback | 1/e, 2020 | 6.75” × 9.5”
524 pp | 9789352709083

Salient Features
- Exam oriented format.
- Simple language.
- Student-friendly presentation.
- New mind map concept introduced to assist visual memory.
- Simple figures.
- Self-explanatory flowcharts
- Compare-contrast series to improve depth.
- Mnemonics for better retention.
- Medical Council of India (MCI) syllabus covered.

Exam Preparatory Manual for Undergraduates Pharmacology by Udaykumar

Salient Features
- Exam oriented format.
- Simple language.
- Student-friendly presentation.
- New mind map concept introduced to assist visual memory.
- Simple figures.
- Self-explanatory flowcharts
- Compare-contrast series to improve depth.
- Mnemonics for better retention.
- Medical Council of India (MCI) syllabus covered.

Two Colour | Paperback | 1/e, 2020 | 6.75” × 9.5”
524 pp | 9789352709083

Practical Manual of Pharmacology for Medical Students by Badyal

Salient Features
- This book covers all essential components of pharmacology practicals which could contribute to improve therapeutics.
- Explains experimental pharmacology in relation to computer simulation modules.
- Describes pharmacokinetic parameters with formula and their clinical significance.
- Prescription writing is new format as per recent revision and drug interactions are in problem-based pattern.
- Includes principles of drugs used in special populations, pregnancy, lactation, hepatic and renal diseases.
- Discusses ethics for animal experiments as well as human clinical trials.
- Includes research component as students are doing short research studies.

Single Colour | Paperback | 2/e, 2018 | 6.75” × 9.5”
294 pp | 9789352702411

Practical Manual of Pharmacology for Medical Students by Badyal

Salient Features
- This book covers all essential components of pharmacology practicals which could contribute to improve therapeutics.
- Explains experimental pharmacology in relation to computer simulation modules.
- Describes pharmacokinetic parameters with formula and their clinical significance.
- Prescription writing is new format as per recent revision and drug interactions are in problem-based pattern.
- Includes principles of drugs used in special populations, pregnancy, lactation, hepatic and renal diseases.
- Discusses ethics for animal experiments as well as human clinical trials.
- Includes research component as students are doing short research studies.

Single Colour | Paperback | 2/e, 2018 | 6.75” × 9.5”
294 pp | 9789352702411

TAB 4 U A Concise Manual of Pharmacology by Antony A

Salient Features
- Provides learning fundamentals of pharmacology.
- Includes more than 100 mnemonics.
- Gives important classification charts separately.
- Contains chapterwise classifications, mechanism of action, use and side effects of each class.
- Students can master a large amount of information in a short period of time.
- Helps blooming doctors to strengthen their prescribing skills.

Single Colour | Paperback | 1/e, 2017 | 4.75” × 6”
240 pp | 9789352700264

Salient Features
- Provides learning fundamentals of pharmacology.
- Includes more than 100 mnemonics.
- Gives important classification charts separately.
- Contains chapterwise classifications, mechanism of action, use and side effects of each class.
- Students can master a large amount of information in a short period of time.
- Helps blooming doctors to strengthen their prescribing skills.

Single Colour | Paperback | 1/e, 2017 | 4.75” × 6”
240 pp | 9789352700264
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Practical Pharmacology by Yadav, et al.

Salient Features
- Best book to prepare for practicals in pharmacology.
- Includes latest prescriptions.
- Addition of new flowcharts and tables to facilitate easy learning.
- Systematic presentation of information that is relevant from examination point of view.
- Helps the 2nd MBBS students to score high in practical pharmacology.
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Learning Practical Pharmacology for Undergraduates by Sindhu

Salient Features
- Covers practicals in pharmacy and experimental pharmacology with due emphasis on therapeutics.
- Enlightened the reader on the science of preparing and dispensing drugs and their effect on living systems.
- Discusses important skills such as starting intravenous lines, test for penicillin hypersensitivity, dose calculations, clinical trials, etc.
- Contains generous amount of figures and illustrations.
- Question Bank given at the end of the book covering most frequently asked and must-know topics.
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Practical Manual of Experimental and Clinical Pharmacology by Medhi & Prakash

Salient Features
- New updated edition, well organized and structured keeping in mind the practical aspects in pharmacology.
- Each chapter begins with the basic principles and then discusses techniques of experimental and clinical pharmacology followed by practically important topics in pharmacology.
- Includes new prospects in history of pharmacology.
- Experimental and practical pharmacology added.
- All chapters include references for further reading.
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Textbook of Pharmacovigilance Ensuring the Safe Use of Medicine by Gupta & Srivastava

Salient Features
- Introduction to Pharmacovigilance—basic definitions, classifications, objectives and historical perspective of pharmacovigilance.
- Presents the revised and updated information about the various aspects of pharmacovigilance such as setting up of a pharmacovigilance centre, regulations in various countries, methods of pharmacovigilance, benefit-risk assessment, signal detection, post-marketing surveillance, etc.
- Inclusion of need-felt text on latest issues of pharmacovigilance, such as Pharmacoepidemiology and pharmacovigilance; Pharmacoeconomic burden of hospitalization due to adverse drug reactions; Vigilance systems for medical devices; and Data management in pharmacovigilance.
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Drug Discovery and Clinical Research
by Gupta

Salient Features
• Thoroughly updated and revised text.
• Presents recent advances in the field of drug discovery, clinical research and pharmacovigilance.
• New chapters have been added on
  » Translational research
  » Preclinical in vitro screening assays to predict drug safety during drug development process
  » Regulations for conducting clinical trials in India
  » Regulations for the development and clinical trials of biosimilars
  » Systematic review and meta-analysis
  » Basic principles of pharmaeconomics and outcomes research
  » Pharmacovigilance: Safety monitoring of drugs

Essentials of Pharmacovigilance
by Baweja

Salient Features
• A unique blend of basic and fundamental aspects of pharmacovigilance.
• Contains a dedicated chapter of 100 Case Studies with answers for hand-on training and experience in Pharmacovigilance practices.
• Key points are given in the initial page of every chapter.
• Sample Model Papers comprising of MCQs, Case Study, Long and Short Answer Questions, References for further reading have been given at the end of the book to prepare students for exams.
• Enriched with lots of flowcharts, tables and line diagrams for making learning easy and interesting. Also includes exhaustive appendices.
• Includes a glossary of terminologies used throughout the text in the beginning of the book along with useful abbreviations.

Practical Pharmacology
for Undergraduates with MCQs
by Mukhopadhyay

Salient Features
• The book covers the different undergraduate practicals of medical pharmacology in various Indian universities and medical colleges of Nepal.
• New practicals including charts, prescription criticism, some drug delivery system devices, etc are included as per the revised syllabus of Pharmacology.
• MCQs are given at the end to help students judge their standing on the subject and also useful for postgraduate entrance aspirants.

Methods in Drug Evaluation
by Tiwari

Salient Features
• Primarily meant to help the undergraduate and postgraduate students in Medicine and Pharmacy to face the practical examination of Pharmacology.
• Covers the important methods in drug development and drug screening, such as bioassay and various models of diseases which are usually asked in the MBBS and Pharmacy examination.
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Other Useful Titles

**Drug Screening Methods**
by Gupta

- 3/e, 2016
- 768 pp
- 9789351529828
- ₹ 1595

**Experimental Pharmacology for Undergraduates and Postgraduates**
by Devi

- 1/e, 2013
- 174 pp
- 9789350259948
- ₹ 450

**Concise Pocket Medical Dictionary**
by Panda

- 3/e, 2015
- 802 pp
- 9789351525806
- ₹ 650

Self Assessment & Exam Preparatory Manuals

**Uniquest Series Pharmacology**
by Umamageswari

- 1/e, 2019
- 402 pp
- 9789352705665
- ₹ 550

**Second MBBS Buster Pharmacology**
by Layek & Rano

- 1/e, 2018
- 242 pp
- 9789352704897
- ₹ 495

**Aids to Remember Mnemonics on Pharmacology & Preventive Social Medicine**
by Bajaj

- 1/e, 2010
- 120 pp
- 9789380704333
- ₹ 295

**Review of Pharmacology**
by Garg & Gupta

- 14/e, 2020
- 640 pp
- 9789389776836
- ₹ 1095

**KD Tripathi’s MCQs in Pharmacology**
by Bhandari

- 5/e, 2020
- 444 pp
- 9789390020065
- ₹ 495

**2015-16 Platinum Notes (Vol-1) Preclinical Sciences**
by Hassan

- 5/e, 2016
- 664 pp
- 9789386056627
- ₹ 695
Textbook of Pathology
by Harsh Mohan

Salient Features

- The revised edition contains 30 chapters distributed in three sections: General Pathology (Ch. 1 to 10), Haematopoietic and Lymphoreticular System (Ch. 11 to 14), and Systemic Pathology (Ch. 15 to 30), and three appendices.
- Addition of new chapters, such as Molecular Cell Biology in Health and Ageing; White Blood Cells-Proliferations and Myeloid Neoplasms; and Diseases of Lymphoid Cells and Lymphoreticular Tissues.
- Schematic, gross images and photomicrographs have been added of high quality and better resolution, contributed generously by Prof Ivan Damjanov.
- ‘Must-know’ Boxes have been added summarising bulleted key points for a rapid revision.
- Chapter Orientation provided at the beginning of every chapter.
- Newer Format of Clinical Cases added at the end of most of the chapter.
- Important review questions have been added at the end of every chapter.
- Free Pathology Quick Review companion book, now with newer MCQs, and short-answer questions which are commonly asked in viva-vice examination.

Exam Preparatory Manual for Undergraduates
Pathology
by Nayak & Nayak

Salient Features

- Incorporated competency-based undergraduate curriculum for the as per Medical Council of India (MCI).
- Core competencies (CC) and non-core competencies (NC) are highlighted.
- Provides basic concepts of diseases required to be known by undergraduate students.
- Two new chapters on Basic Diagnostic Cytology, and Blood Banking and Transfusion are added in this addition.
- Rapid review of book is assisted with key points in bold words to brush through the entire book within a few hours.
- Provided with usual questions asked in the theory examination. Clinical-oriented cases, clinical scenario and interpretation of common urinary abnormalities, cerebrospinal fluid changes and liver function tests are added in this edition. Frequently asked questions are given in red colored font.
- Appendices provide various important bodies and its associated conditions, important cells in various lesions.
Practical Pathology
by Harsh Mohan

Salient Features

- Updated Content: The revised edition having 61 exercises is divided into 8 sections, patterned on the format of practical class of students. These are Techniques in Pathology (Exercise 1-5), General Pathology (Exercise 6-20), Systemic Pathology (Exercise 21-38), Cytology and Tumours Tissue (Exercise 42-55), Clinical Pathology (Exercise 56-59), Autopsy Pathology (Exercise 60-61), and Appendices (I-III: Common Instruments in Pathology, Common Similes in Pathology, and Normal Values).
- Newer Images: Exercises are enhanced by the addition of newer images at several places while older images have been deleted.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Colour</th>
<th>Paperback</th>
<th>4/e, 2017</th>
<th>8.5” × 11”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>298 pp</td>
<td>9789386107978</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$850

Essentials of Clinical Pathology
by Kawthalkar

Salient Features

- A concise textbook that provides basic information about laboratory techniques in clinical chemistry, hematology, and blood transfusion.
- Theoretical principles of tests & conditions for MLT students and technicians.
- Includes recent advances and updating in all chapters.
- Some new chapters have been added, such as Basic Principles of Laboratory Medicine, Examination of Serous Body Fluids and Synovial Fluid, Pyrexia of Unknown Origin, Automated Complete Blood Cell Count, Platelet Count, Hematology of Infectious Diseases, Flow Cytometry / Immunohistochemistry in Hematopathology, Antibody Screening and Identification, Whole Blood, Blood Components and Blood Derivatives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Colour</th>
<th>Paperback</th>
<th>2/e, 2018</th>
<th>8.5” × 11”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>448 pp</td>
<td>9789386150691</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$750

Essentials in Hematology and Clinical Pathology
by Nayak & Rai

Salient Features

- Thoroughly revised and completely updated.
- Highly illustrated in multicolour, bulleted-format, and student-friendly.
- Includes updates on recent changes in hematology.
- A new chapter 67 on ‘Clinical Scenarios’ is added to help the student solve the clinical-oriented questions asked in a few university examinations.
- A summary of the important points are provided at the end of each chapter for easy recapitulation.
- Key points are provided in bold words.
- Laboratory findings of haematological diseases presented in simplified manner.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Colour</th>
<th>Paperback</th>
<th>2/e, 2017</th>
<th>6.75” × 9.5”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>614 pp</td>
<td>9789351524236</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$895

Essentials of Hematology
by Kawthalkar

Salient Features

- The third edition presents a simplified and concise text of blood disorders.
- Covers commonly encountered hematologic disorders and basics of blood transfusion in a concise manner.
- Incorporates most recent advances in the field.
- Described the classification, nomenclature, and diagnostic approach to malignant hematologic diseases as per the recent updated and revised World Health Organization Classification of Tumors of Hematopoietic and Lymphoid Tissues published in 2017.
- Information boxes included for last minute revision.
- Numerous illustrations, tables, and algorithms for rapid and ease of understanding.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Colour</th>
<th>Paperback</th>
<th>3/e, 2020</th>
<th>6.75” × 9.5”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>616 pp</td>
<td>9789389188028</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$895
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Manual of Transfusion Medicine by Nayak & Nayak

**Salient Features**
- Provides basic concepts of transfusion medicine required to be known by postgraduate students and students of medical laboratory technology.
- Provides text in a simple, lucid and reproducible format.
- Text enhanced by illustrations, photographs, tables and boxes to understand the content.
- Concise text in bulleted format for easy review.
- Key points are provided in bold words so that it will help the students to brush through the entire book within few hours before the examination or viva voce.
- Added self-assessment as usual questions that are asked in the examination.

**Principles & Interpretation of Laboratory Practices in Surgical Pathology by Shariff & Kaler**

**Salient Features**
- User-friendly manual on all laboratory procedures, essential for diagnostic services as well as research purposes.
- Covers routine and special staining procedures used in the histopathology, anatomy and microbiology laboratories.
- Contains a whole chapter dedicated to microtomy, its principles of functioning, usage and maintenance; as well as lucid illustrations of the various types of microtomes.
- Deals with cytopathology in detail-processing of body fluids, fineneedle aspiration cytology (FNAC) procedures and treatment.
- Useful for technicians, postgraduates and surgical pathologists as well as anatomists, microbiologists and allied sciences.

**Rapid Review of Hematology by Nayak & Rai**

**Salient Features**
- Concise text in a bulleted format for easy review.
- The peripheral smear and bone marrow findings have been highlighted in colored background.
- Boxes have been provided at the side of main text to highlight key points and commonly expected questions during examination.
- Text is enhanced by 64 illustrations, 25 photomicrographs including X-rays and clinical photographs, 59 flow charts and tables.
- Important key words are presented in bold letters.

**A Short Textbook of Pathology by Sajal, et al.**

**Salient Features**
- Includes General Pathology, Systemic Pathology, Hematology, Clinical Pathology, and Molecular Techniques.
- University questions are attached and a practical notebook guide is added to appendix which will help the students.
- Molecular techniques like PCR, IHC, EM flow cytometry, etc. have been included with their principles, applications and procedures.
- Also helpful for students of other allied health specialties like paramedics, nurses, laboratory medicine and even postgraduate students.

**Manual of Transfusion Medicine**
- Single Colour | Paperback | 1/e, 2020 | 6.75" × 9.5" | 630 pp | 9789388958608 | ₹ 895

**Principles & Interpretation of Laboratory Practices in Surgical Pathology**
- Single Colour | Paperback | 1/e, 2016 | 6.25" × 9.5" | 340 pp | 9789352500246 | ₹ 750

**Rapid Review of Hematology**
- Full Colour | Paperback | 1/e, 2014 | 8.5" × 11" | 156 pp | 9789350909614 | ₹ 495

**A Short Textbook of Pathology**
- Full Colour | Paperback | 2/e, 2013 | 6.25" × 9.5" | 628 pp | 9789350904640 | ₹ 995
A Practical Handbook of Pathology: Specimens and Slides by Maiti

Salient Features
- Must-have concise supplement for every MBBS second professional year student.
- Comprehensive description of important Pathology Specimens and Slides which are the most important part of viva examination.
- Enriched with illustrative charts, tables and diagrams for easy understanding of difficult topics.
- Provides a rapid review of all important topics of Systemic Pathology for PG aspirants in entrance examination.
- Contains more than 100 high quality digital photographs of specimens and slides.
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Synopsis of Pathology by Anoop N

Salient Features
- Includes various selected, standard exam-oriented questions & answers.
- Mainly emphasizes on the new pattern of examination.
- Contains 50 clinical essay questions and their diagnosis.
- Pictures and flow charts have been used.
- Includes ‘Clinical Pathology’ notes which have been prepared from various laboratory textbooks.
- Great resource for MBBS students.
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Sankara Nethralaya’s Manual of Medical Laboratory Techniques by Ramakrishnan & Sulochana

Salient Features
- The manual covers sophisticated techniques used in different specialties namely Medical Microbiology, Histopathology, Hematology, Clinical Biochemistry, Human Genetics and Molecular Biology.
- Full details have been given in respect of diagnostic tests with attractive illustrations and instrumentation.
- It would be well-received by medical and technological institutions, hospitals, clinical laboratories, teachers, research students and laboratory technicians.
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Other Useful Titles

- **Histopathology Techniques and its Management**
  - by Nayak
  - 1/e, 2018
  - 398 pp
  - 9789352702343
  - Rs. 850

- **Hematology for Students and Practitioners**
  - by Sood
  - 6/e, 2010
  - 702 pp
  - 9788184489354
  - Rs. 1150

- **A Concise Book on Pathology**
  - by Kasinathan
  - 1/e, 2011
  - 280 pp
  - 9788184487565
  - Rs. 395

- **Practical Manual of Hematology**
  - by Kamat
  - 1/e, 2011
  - 188 pp
  - 9789350252024
  - Rs. 295

Self Assessment & Exam Preparatory Manuals

- **Review of Pathology and Genetics**
  - by Garg & Gupta
  - 12/e, 2020
  - 652 pp
  - 9789389776829
  - Rs. 1095

- **Problem-based Questions in Pathology (With Solutions)**
  - by Sengupta
  - 2/e, 2016
  - 756 pp
  - 9789352500031
  - Rs. 795

- **Mnemonics on Pathology and Microbiology**
  - by Sharma
  - 1/e, 2013
  - 110 pp
  - 9789350902974
  - Rs. 195

- **Revolutions 2nd MBBS University Examinations**
  - by Banerjee
  - 3/e, 2019
  - 356 pp
  - 9789352705412
  - Rs. 650
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Essentials of Medical Microbiology
by Sastry & Bhat

**Salient Features**

- Infective syndrome based (rather than traditional organism-based) presentation.
- Parasitology-incorporated into respective infective syndromes.
- Hospital infection control, the need of the hour - thoroughly updated.
- Overview chapters incorporated, for better understanding.
- COVID-19, added as a separate chapter.
- AETCOM module in Microbiology added.
- Recent advances and latest informations in epidemiology, treatment and laboratory diagnosis incorporated.
- Bulleted format in concise, simple and lucid language.

**Price:** ₹1195

---

Essentials of Medical Parasitology
by Sastry & Bhat

**Salient Features**

- Updates made in recent advances in laboratory diagnosis, treatment, prophylaxis, and epidemiology of each parasitic disease.
- Many controversial and debatable topics have been clarified with updated and corrected information.
- Clinical case-based essay questions, short notes, MCQs have been incorporated at the end of each chapter.
- Inclusion of more tables, flowcharts, real images and schematic diagrams for better understanding.

**Price:** ₹695

---

Essentials of Practical Microbiology
by Sastry & Bhat

**Salient Features**

- A clinical microbiology practical book, problem-based exercise (PSE) kept at beginning of each chapter.
- First microbiology book written in class wise pattern according to undergraduate practical schedule.
- Separate chapter for university practical examination showing the pattern for various universities.
- More than 600 images, kept according to the demonstrations of practical class for better understanding.
- Concise, bulleted format and to the point text; easy to read during examination. All saves student’s time.
- Simple and lucid language - makes the understanding easy.

**99 LINE DIAGRAMS & 423 PHOTOGRAPHS**

**Price:** ₹495
NEW EDITION

Essentials of Microbiology by Kumar

Salient Features
- This book is the outcome of author’s 28 years of experience in teaching medical students.
- It provides a complete coverage of medical microbiology from basic to advance as per the medical curriculum.
- Presents the concepts like a chain of information that leads to the next level.
- Divided into seven sections, viz. General Bacteriology, Immunology, Systemic Bacteriology, Virology, Medical Mycology, Miscellaneous, and Diagnostic Medical Microbiology.
- Key Points have been highlighted in every chapter for a quick review at the time of revision.

131 LINE DIAGRAMS & 47 PHOTOGRAPHS


Salient Features
- Chapterwise concise text on each topic, which helps in easy revision.
- Emphasized on selected topics, which are frequently asked in the university examinations.
- Large number of diagrams and flowcharts added.
- Life cycles of parasites made easy.
- Appendices at the end of book include additional topics.
- Separate sections for vaccines and staining methods helpful for practical examinations.
- Previous years’ KUHS-pattern question papers.

95 LINE DIAGRAMS & PHOTOGRAPHS

Handbook of Practical Examination in Microbiology by Patwardhan, et al.

Salient Features
- It is a small effort to make the practical examination easier for the MBBS and BDS microbiology students.
- Discusses exercises such as spotting, Gram’s staining, Ziehl-Neelsen staining, motility, stool examination.
- Contains slides, specimens, instruments, and animal vaccines kept for identification.
- Includes commonly asked questions for viva exam.
- Involves a few questions and answers which can be used in different patterns with little application of mind.

20 LINE DIAGRAMS & 159 PHOTOGRAPHS
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Medical Microbiology
Made Easy
by Ahluwalia

Salient Features
- A precisely updated text.
- Builds confidence in students.
- Describes all topics in a simple and user-friendly manner.
- Helpful to imbibe the basics in medical microbiology.
- Presents the well-described newer topics like “Biofilm” that is a real nuisance and “Hospital Waste Management”, which is the need of the hour.
- Includes Question Bank at the end of each chapter.
- Useful for undergraduate and postgraduate students of medical, dental, nursing and other courses in microbiology.

244 LINE DIAGRAMS & 214 PHOTOGRAPHS

Single Colour | Paperback | 1/e, 2018 | 4.75” × 7”
472 pp | 9789352700974

Practicals in Microbiology
by Sengupta & Sengupta

Salient Features
- This book has been written to bring uniformity and standardization in laboratory and practical notebook among various medical colleges in India.
- Added resource for second professional MBBS students.
- It would decrease the load of both the teachers and students.
- It will help the DMLT and MSc medical microbiology students.

200 pp | 9789352501335

Textbook of Microbiology
by Kumar

Salient Features
- Well balanced coverage of fundamental aspects such as General Bacteriology, Immunology, Systemic Bacteriology, Virology, Medical Mycology, Miscellaneous and Diagnostic Medical Microbiology.
- Examines etiology, epidemiology, classification, host defences, identification, diagnosis, prevention, and control for each microbe in consistently organized chapters.
- Each chapter consist of learning objectives at the beginning and at the end know more, key points and suggestions for further reading.
- Correlates basic science with clinical practice through review questions at the end of each chapter.

401 LINE DIAGRAMS & 40 PHOTOGRAPHS

Full Colour | Paperback | 1/e, 2012 | 8.5” × 11”
724 pp | 9789350255100

The Short Textbook of Medical Microbiology
by Gupte

Salient Features
- Incorporation of the recent advances of medical microbiology.
- Written in simple, brief and easy lucid language.
- Enriched with colored illustrations, flowcharts, tables, etc. added to enhance the understanding of the text.
- A few new chapters, such as zoonosis, quality control is also included.
- Inclusion of parasitology (Protozoa and Helminths) and entomology is distinct inclusion.
- Clinical microbiology and applied microbiology has been covered sufficiently.
- The volume remains comprehensive and compact.

448 pp | 9789389776010
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**Parasitology**  
*Easy to Learn*  
*by Chandra*

**Salient Features**  
- Complete, current and exam oriented book.  
- The synopsis helps the reader to revise the entire course in a short time-frame.  
- Provides skill-sharpening perspectives to the students to face theory, practical and viva with confidence.  
- This book would be a boon not only to the undergraduate medical students but also to post-graduate students as well.

**Textbook of Immunology**  
*by Mohanty & Leela*

**Salient Features**  
- The book provides insight of immunology, host- basic immunology, diagnostic immunology, immune response, immuno-hematology, tumor immunology, immunity against bacteria, parasites, viruses and fungi, etc.  
- Includes illustrative graphics, color diagrams, flow charts and tables.  
- Study questions are given at the end of each chapter.  
- Designed to meet the curriculum of medical, dental and other allied courses (basic and applied).  
- Helpful for doctors, researchers, teachers and students.

**Clinical Microbiology & Parasitology**  
*(For DMLT Students)*  
*by Maheshwari*

**Salient Features**  
- Written in easy-to-grasp simple language.  
- Addition of many new and important chapters, such as bacterial typing, various serological techniques, molecular level of diagnosis, etc.  
- Includes a complete section on Virology to study clinically important viruses, such as chikungunya, oncogenic viruses, herpes viruses, etc.  
- The chapter on Automation in Microbiology has been added to familiarize the readers with advanced technology in the field of clinical microbiology.  
- Enriched with illustrative images and colour plates.

**Workbook for Practical Microbiology**

*by Upasana Bhumble*

**Salient Features**  
- Written in easy-to-grasp simple language.  
- The chapter on Automation in Microbiology has been added to familiarize the readers with advanced technology in the field of clinical microbiology.  
- Enriched with illustrative images and colour plates.

**Buy our books online from [www.jaypeebrothers.com](http://www.jaypeebrothers.com)**
The Short Textbook of Medical Helminthology by Gupte

**Salient Features**
- This book provides comprehensive, illustrated and state-of-the-art update of Helminths, covers history, elementary knowledge on medical helminths along with recent advances applicable in clinical practice.
- Includes topics such as oncogenic helminths, helminthic nosocomial infections, helminthic control, prevention measures and vaccines, etc.
- Discusses hot topics like Schistosomiasis, Filariasis and Hydatidosis in detail.
- Significant summary has been provided at the end of the book to give global perspective of Helminth.
- Relevant references and glossary are provided at the end of each chapter and the book respectively.

---

Practical Microbiology for MBBS Students by Kumar

**Salient Features**
- All aspects of practical medical microbiology are covered which are easy-to-read.
- Thoroughly updated keeping in view medical curriculum and medical students.
- Divided into three units, based on the major components included within practical microbiology.
- Uses a consistent and logical chapter format throughout the book to make the contents easy to grasp.
- Learning objects are given at the beginning of the chapter.

---

Medical Parasitology by Ichhpujani & Bhatia

**Salient Features**
- A chapter has been added containing 150 original MCQs on Parasitology.
- A brief information on nosocomial parasitic infections, eosinophilia and parasitic infections has been included in the form of additional chapters.
- All other chapters have been thoroughly revised and updated.
- Emphasis has been on presenting essential information in a concise, easy-to-understand and reproducible fashion.

---

Textbook of Medical Mycology by Chander

**Salient Features**
- Addition of newer and separate chapters on Microsporidiosis, Entomophthoramycosis and Mycology Laboratory Contaminants.
- Includes new names designated to some of the fungal diseases like Malasseziosis, Talaromycosis and Emergingmycosis.
- Includes recently identified and emerging fungi and/or infections, innovative research and development of applications of new technology.
- Figures of non-invasive radiological techniques of relevant CT and MRI are inserted.
- More number of colored clinical photographs and diagrams including histopathological sections have been added.

---
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Other Useful Titles

- **Essentials of Medical Microbiology**
  - By Bhatia & Ichhpujani
  - 4/e, 2008
  - 520 pp
  - ISBN: 9788184481549
  - Price: ₹1295

- **Immunology**
  - By Dasgupta
  - 1/e, 2007
  - 332 pp
  - ISBN: 9788184480660
  - Price: ₹1050

Self Assessment & Exam Preparatory Manuals

- **Review of Microbiology & Immunology**
  - By Sastry & Bhat
  - 9/e, 2020
  - 612 pp
  - ISBN: 9789390020539
  - Price: ₹995

- **Viva and Recent Advances in Medical Microbiology**
  - By Gupte
  - 6/e, 2016
  - 272 pp
  - ISBN: 9789351522041
  - Price: ₹395

- **Self Assessment & Review of Microbiology & Immunology**
  - By Chaurasia & Jain
  - 14/e, 2019
  - 586 pp
  - ISBN: 9789352709335
  - Price: ₹895

- **Second MBBS Buster Microbiology**
  - By Gautam
  - 3/e, 2019
  - 444 pp
  - ISBN: 9789389188400
  - Price: ₹550

Sample Chapter ➤
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Review of Forensic Medicine and Toxicology
Including Clinical & Pathological Aspects
by Biswas

**Salient Features**
- Magic bullet format has been used for easy understanding and quick revision of the subject of forensic medicine and toxicology.
- The text is presented in a concise and lucid form like in previous editions. It covers all the topics required for theory, viva-voce and practical.
- Line-diagrams, flow charts, tables and differentiations have been added wherever possible to make the subject interesting, easy to understand, clear the concepts, recollect and reproduce during examinations.
- Important relevant information for particular topic is highlighted in gray square crossed boxes.
- Color plates for poisons for easy identification, and some of the line-diagrams are colored for better understanding.

The Essentials of Forensic Medicine & Toxicology
by Reddy & Murty

**Salient Features**
- This current 34th edition has been updated and revised.
- Time-tested, most authentic, classical and popular textbook of FMT.
- Certain topics, such as forensic ballistics, regional injuries, anaesthetic and operative deaths, DNA fingerprinting and blood stains have been dealt with in detail to meet the requirements of medical officers involved in medicolegal work and postgraduate students.
- A few new topics procedure to be followed in dealing with medicolegal cases, virtual autopsy have been incorporated.

Practical and Postmortem Record Book of Forensic Medicine & Toxicology
by Biswas

**Salient Features**
- Consists of eight units dealing with all the essential components of Forensic Medicine and Toxicology practicals.
- Certificates, reports and notifications issued by doctors for the purposes of various acts/administrative requirements (as per MCI) are given in detail.
- Proformas and certificates are provided with hypothetical cases (problem-based learning) so that the students should take more interest in the subject.
- Clinical forensic medicine is the highlight of the practical record book.

The Synopis of Forensic Medicine and Toxicology
by Reddy

**Salient Features**
- A time-tested most authentic, classical and popular condensed synopsis of forensic medicine and toxicology for busy students.
- This current 29th edition has been updated and revised.
- 150 classical colour photographs have been added to make the subject easier.
- High demand by undergraduates, postgraduates, teachers, lawyers and researchers in Asian countries.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Principles of Forensic Medicine &amp; Toxicology</td>
<td>Rajesh Bardale</td>
<td>2/e, 2019</td>
<td>648</td>
<td>9789386150318</td>
<td>₹1050</td>
<td>Some of the topics have been updated extensively, like consent, negligence, ethical aspects,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>legal procedures, etc. Important points are highlighted in colored boxes and in bold fonts for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>last minute revision. Numerous judgements delivered by honourable Supreme Court of India have</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>been included. Includes Mnemonics for better learning and memorizing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>New chapter on Forensic Osteology added to cater theoretical and practical aspects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Updated content on Autopsy Findings, Laboratory Findings, Internal Examination, External</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Examination, Pathophysiology, and Medicolegal Importance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>209 LINE DIAGRAMS &amp; 682 PHOTOGRAPHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Colour</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>2/e, 2017</td>
<td>8.5” × 11”</td>
<td>₹1050</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>practical Guide for Forensic Medicine and Toxicology</td>
<td>K. Tamilmani</td>
<td>1/e, 2017</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>9789386261526</td>
<td>₹650</td>
<td>A guide to the student’s community for practical knowledge of legal aspects of medicine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Contains most of the practical aspects in forensic medicine and toxicology covering standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>university syllabus. Contains color photographs, models and certificate formats, diagrams,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>tables, performas and pictures. Points in brief are presented in boxes for rapid revision.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Topics are explained in short &amp; crystal clear format along with medicolegal issues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Clinical Forensic Medicine, which is one among the emerging areas in forensic medicine and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>toxicology, is also discussed in this book.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11 LINE DIAGRAMS &amp; 238 PHOTOGRAPHS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Colour</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>1/e, 2017</td>
<td>8.5” × 11”</td>
<td>₹650</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exam Preparatory Manual for Undergraduates</td>
<td>Debal V</td>
<td>2/e, 2018</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>9789352704880</td>
<td>₹650</td>
<td>Presented all the chapters excellently; easy to understand by the students in a short and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensic Medicine &amp; Toxicology (Theory, Practical and MCQs)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sweet manner. Contains about 140 original photographs, 50 tables and 40 hand diagrams, for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>appropriate understanding of the subject matter discussed and incorporated with Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Choice Questions (MCQs) in each chapter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Written in accordance with the syllabus prescribed by the Medical Council of India.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mainly focused towards examinations; anyone who reads this book will be able to gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>reasonable knowledge of this subject and also help them to score excellent marks in the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>examinations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>with Colour Plates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Concise Forensic Medicine & Toxicology by Reddy

Salient Features
- It deals with every aspect of Forensic Science.
- Designed to meet the needs of undergraduate students.
- Contains 36 chapters written in simple language.
- The format of the book has headings and sub-headings.
- All important points and terms have been highlighted with ‘bold’ text.
- Reader friendly and easy-to-remember.

Modern Textbook of Forensic Medicine & Toxicology by Mahanta

Salient Features
- The book covers contemporary practice of Forensic Medicine & Toxicology.
- Chapters are contributed by notable forensic experts giving more importance over practical experience.
- Covers latest significant topics such as forensic osteology; forensic odontology; forensic serology; human rights, custodial torture and deaths; crime scene investigation and techniques in museum.
- All the text illustrations are updated with the recent advancement in forensic medicine.
- Enriched with distinct colored photographs, drawings, sketches, flow charts, and tables.


Salient Features
- First Book on Practical Forensic Medicine.
- Written with a view to cover practically all aspects of legal medicine to which a medical doctor should be conversant with.
- Includes techniques to handle and trace evidences and gives insight into the setup and working of forensic science laboratories.
- The added attraction of this book is the chapter of ‘DNA’, Important Laws and Acts and Court Evidence.
- This book is of utmost importance in detecting crime and successful prosecution of the criminals.

Diagnosis & Treatment of Poisoning and Drug Overdose Made Easy by Devarajan

Salient Features
- Guides doctors in CCU to give first-aid, investigate and give proper antidote for drug overdose.
- Detailed descriptions have been given with charts and figures for diagnosis and treatment of poisoning and drug overdose.
- Specific antidotes have also been mentioned.
- A chapter on ‘Envenomation by Snakes’ has also been given.
- One chapter has been added for diagnosis and treatment of poisoning and drug overdose by pregnant women.
- Useful for medical students, postgraduates, general practitioners, casualty medical officers and ICCU doctors.

Buy our books online from www.jaypeebrothers.com
Practical Workbook in Forensic Medicine & Toxicology
Under the Banner of the Bengal Academy of Forensic Medicine
by Das

Salient Features
- A problem-based workbook has been designed perusing the course (MBBS) of Forensic Medicine and Toxicology.
- Furnishes the students with the necessary number and variety of exercises essential to master the application of the subject.
- Most of the exercises come up with a guideline at the beginning to make it more convenient for the students to do the exercise.
- All the exercise pages are carefully designed to eliminate distraction and to focus the pupils’ full attention on the work in hand.

Other Useful Titles

Medicolegal Manual (For Police Officers)
by Reddy
3/e, 2017
270 pp
9789386150271
₹ 595

Modern Medical Toxicology
Completely Updated, Revised & Profusely Illustrated
by Pillay
4/e, 2013
632 pp
9789350259658
₹ 1450

Self Assessment & Exam Preparatory Manuals

Review of Forensic Medicine
by Jhamad & Swain
1/e, 2019
214 pp
9789389129847
₹ 495

Rapid Review of Toxicology
by Kanchan
1/e, 2018
174 pp
9789352701315
₹ 325

Forensic Medicine Solved Question Papers
by Yatiraj
9/e, 2019
362 pp
9789389188943
₹ 550

Buy our books online from www.jaypeebrothers.com
NEW EDITION

IAPSM’s Textbook of Community Medicine

Salient Features

- Text is presented in bullet format for easy reading.
- As per the title, it encompasses the recent advances in the field of community medicine.
- The exquisite flowcharts, diagrams and pictures with lucid language make reading a pleasurable experience.
- New guidelines, recommendations, health programmes and schemes have been added.
- Comprehensively covers the syllabus as recommended by the universities.
- It is not only student-friendly, but also teacher-friendly.

Community Medicine with Recent Advances

by Suryakantha

Salient Features

- Written in an easily accessible manner and illustrative way.
- Includes annexures on Drug of choice for communicable diseases, and most commons in community medicine for quick glance.

Second Prof Medical Catalogue 2020-21
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Exam Preparatory Manual for Undergraduates
Community Medicine (PSM)
by Jain

Salient Features
• Thoroughly revised and updated in a new layout.
• Divided into three sections, viz. Theory Section, Practical Section and Supportive Pillars.
• The new edition includes:
  » New and updated guidelines
  » New Health Programs, Policies and Legislations
  » New Initiatives
  » New Topics in Public Health
  » New Public Health Data
  » NHP 2015-16, SDGs 2015-2030
  » Rural Health Statistics India 2018-19
• Topper’s Edge: Tricky Short Notes in Recent Professional Examinations.

Two Colour | Paperback | 3/e, 2019 | 8.25” × 10.5”
576 pp | 9789389188042 ₹ 895

Community Medicine Buster
by Sarker & Das

Salient Features
• Question-answers are made chapterwise.
• 10 years solved question-answers of 17 universities of India for undergraduate students.
• Covers current updates on national programs.
• Common issues of community medicines have been included.
• Chapter on Immunization has been fully revised and updated with national immunization schedule and the role of IPV.
• Discusses sustainable development goals in the chapter on health planning and management.
• Includes revised FDC and WHO guidelines.
• MCQs added as a separate chapter.

Single Colour | Paperback | 2/e, 2020 | 8.5” × 11”
576 pp | 9789389188745 ₹ 895

Other Useful Titles

Community Medicine
A Student’s Manual
by Sanyal

1/e, 2015
634 pp
9789351527794 ₹ 750

Principles and Practice of
Community Medicine
by Rahim

2/e, 2017
772 pp
9789352700349 ₹ 1195

Mahajjan’s Methods in
Biostatistics
for Medical Students and
Research Workers
by Banerjee

9/e, 2018
488 pp
9789352703104 ₹ 495

Mahajan & Gupta
Textbook of Preventive
and Social Medicine
by Roy & Saha

4/e, 2013
732 pp
9789350901878 ₹ 1195
Other Useful Titles

Basics of Biostatistics
A Manual for Medical Practitioners
by Bali & Kant
1/e, 2017
556 pp
9789386150714
₹ 995

Basics in Epidemiology & Biostatistics
by Kazmi & Khan
1/e, 2015
194 pp
9789351526315
₹ 395

Handbook of Community Medicine
by Subramanian
1/e, 2012
582 pp
9789350259238
₹ 750

Community Mental Health in India
by Chavan, et al.
1/e, 2012
704 pp
9789350258057
₹ 3295

DK Taneja’s
Health Policies and Programmes in India
by Banerjee
16/e, 2019
610 pp
9789352705924
₹ 850

A Short Book of Public Health
by Muthu
2/e, 2014
644 pp
9789351522287
₹ 795

Handbook on Falciparum Malaria
by Sachdeva
1/e, 2015
248 pp
9789351523079
₹ 1695

Biostatistics in Brief Made Easy
by Rao
1/e, 2009
368 pp
9788184487602
₹ 650
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Other Useful Titles

**Manual of Reproductive Health Care**
by Bhattacharya

1/e, 2014
174 pp
9789350909430
₹ 795

**Short Textbook of Preventive and Social Medicine**

3/e, 2021
444 pp (Approx.)
Forthcoming

Tentative Cover

Self Assessment & Exam Preparatory Manuals

**Golden Notes for Preventive and Social Medicine**

2/e, 2021
446 pp (Approx.)
Forthcoming

Tentative Cover

**Mastering Community Medicine**
by Khan

2/e, 2017
372 pp
9789352700356
₹ 750

**Review of Preventive & Social Medicine (Including Biostatistics)**
by Jain

12/e, 2020
916 pp
9789389776843
₹ 1295

**MCQs in Community Medicine**
Based on Park’s Textbook of Preventive and Social Medicine, 23rd edition
by Ranganath TS

1/e, 2016
242 pp
9789385999437
₹ 450
Exam Preparatory Manual for Undergraduates Medicine
by Boloor & Nayak

Salient Features
- Thoroughly revised and updated edition.
- Richly illustrated in multicolor.
- Contains everything an undergraduate student of medicine want to read before exam.
- Current guidelines are included in all chapters.
- Reader-friendly pattern, written in an easy-to-memorize, question-answer format, interspersed with relevant and commonly asked exam-questions.
- Key points are highlighted with color codes for last minute revision.
- Covers all the questions appeared in university examinations till January 2018.
- Includes all theory and most clinical scenarios.
- Management practices have been updated till March 2018.
- Includes colorful clinical images and case scenarios.
- Added X-rays, MRIs, CT scans and ECG images of common conditions with explanations.
- Attractive management algorithms have been revised and updated.

Full Colour | Paperback | 2/e, 2018 | 8.5" × 11" | 1272 pp | 9789352704941 ₹ 1095

Manual of Practical Medicine
by Alagappan

Salient Features
- Thoroughly revised and updated chapters in full color.
- Reflects the growth in different fields of internal medicine.
- Added recently updated treatment protocols and guidelines.
- Focuses on basic history taking and clinical examination.
- A large number of diagrams and MR, CT images have been incorporated.
- Reproduction of imaging studies is well presented.
- Inclusion of attractive tables and clinical photographs for easy understanding.
- Extensive use of color-codes for easy and interesting learning, highlighting:
  - Clinical Features in yellow colored boxes
  - Investigations in light blue colored boxes
  - Treatment and management in light green colored boxes
  - Complications in light brown colored boxes

Full Colour | Paperback | 6/e, 2018 | 8.5" × 11" | 1036 pp | 9789352702381 ₹ 1350

Buy our books online from www.jaypeebrothers.com
**Golwalla’s Medicine for Students**  
A Reference Book for the Family Physician  
by Golwalla & Golwalla

Salient Features
- The task of learning fundamentals of clinical medicine is made easy.
- The symptoms of each system are detailed so as to enable the students to take the history of the patient’s illness in best way.
- Applied anatomy and physiology of each system is also provided.
- The genesis and proper interpretation of each clinical sign is described in detail.
- Appropriate diagrams, tables and new photographs are given to make the reading easy.
- Common clinical disorders of each system are also given for a ready-reference for the students.
- Some of the chapters in cardiology and locomotor system are revised and new topics like Diseases of the Peripheral Nerve included.

**Rx Practical Prescriber**  
by Golwalla & Golwalla

Salient Features
- Presents the subject of ECG in a crisp and practically relevant format, which is not just easy to comprehend but also handy for reference.
- Initial chapters deal with basic principles, nomenclature of deflections and calculation of heart rate and electrical-axis.
- Presents up-to-date, well-explained, evidence-based concepts to explain pathophysiology of ECG patterns.
- A new chapter on ECG recording during Pacemaker rhythm has been introduced.
- Easy-to-read and user-friendly presentation merging with fluid scientific information and latest clinical data make for an enhanced reading experience.

**Hari’s Essentials of Clinical Medicine**  
by Baburaj & Shankara BV

**ECG Made Easy®**  
by Luthra

Buy our books online from www.jaypeebrothers.com
Long Cases in Clinical Medicine
by Abdullah

Salient Features
- An easy book to learn the approach to common long cases with the basic knowledge and skill essential for success.
- Gives a complete outline of a comprehensive medical encounter including history taking, physical examination and interpretation of gathered information to formulate a diagnosis.
- Contains prototype clinical cases, followed by the differential diagnoses, investigations, common relevant questions, answers and discussions.
- Suitable for a wide variety of readers from undergraduate to postgraduate medical students in different medicine related specialties.
- Easy to understand, concise, yet full of necessary information.

Two Colour | Paperback | 2/e, 2019 | 6.75” × 9.5”
872 pp | 9789388958776
 ₹ 1095

Clinical Medicine (A Textbook of Clinical Methods and Laboratory Investigations)
by Das

Coming SOON

ABC of Medicine
(with Mnemonics)
by Golwalla & Golwalla

Salient Features
- The popular book.
- Fully revised and updated.
- Presents all aspects of medicine with easy-to-remember mnemonics.
- Covers topics on gastroenterology, cardiovascular, respiratory, neurology, endocrine, renal, hematology, immunology, dermatology, psychiatry, and pediatrics.
- Aims to imbibe and recall the facts.

Single Colour | Paperback | 9/e, 2019 | 4” × 6”
582 pp | 9789352705917
 ₹ 550

Buy our books online from www.jaypeebrothers.com
Essentials of Internal Medicine
by Ray & Ray

Salient Features

- Revised and improved fourth edition contains all essential points of Internal Medicine in a student-friendly format.
- Provides a solid understanding of the pathophysiology of diseases.
- Helps in the development of strong clinical approach of common clinical syndromes.
- Boots up your confidence in the management of diseases of various organ systems.
- Every chapter begins with Introduction of the disease, followed by etiology, pathogenesis, clinical features, laboratory diagnosis, differential diagnosis and treatment.

147 LINE DIAGRAMS & 27 PHOTOGRAPHS

Practical Manual in Clinical Medicine
by Abdullah

Salient Features

- A highly informative and student-oriented book.
- Written in an easy and simple way to study and recapitulate the subject matter.
- Arrangement of chapters is excellent for rapid access and quick revision before examination.
- Sheds light on the important aspects of different diseases covering all the branches of clinical medicine.
- Includes brief discussion on almost all the diseases in a systematic way, i.e. definition, causes, clinical features, investigations, treatment and complications.

Manual of Clinical & Practical Medicine
by Sainani & Sainani

Salient Features

- This manual describes initially bedside clinical methods in each chapter followed by clinical cases in each chapter; total 285 cases (long, short and spot) which are invariably kept in the practical examination. These cases are described with illustrations followed by viva voce in each case.
- In short, this book should be a key and core companion to the students (undergraduates, postgraduates) during practical examination and it should also be useful as a ready reckoner to the family physicians, even junior consultants.
- The basics of electrocardiography (PQRST) are discussed in details followed by Quiz ECGs (25), and complexes ECGs with interpretation (20) that help students to answer ECG spots.

Clinical Methods in Medicine
Clinical Skills and Practices
by Chugh & Gupta

Salient Features

- Student-friendly clinical companion.
- Demonstrates clinical signs and symptoms for proper interpretation of clinical cases.
- The book consists of two sections; section I concentrates on History taking, review of system and General Physical Examination of short cases and spot cases.
- Section II explains Systemic Examination giving explanation of each abnormal findings and Appendices.
- Discusses specific clinical disorders related to systems.
- Each chapter discusses simple bedside and advanced investigations related to the subject.

222 LINE DIAGRAMS & 600 PHOTOGRAPHS
Bedside Medicine
Without Tears
by Chugh

Salient Features
- Written in simple language.
- Informative and student-oriented book.
- Covers almost all the cases asked in the exams.
- Useful for preparing for practical examination.
- Each case is discussed fully in all the aspects.
- Divided into four units, i.e. Clinical Case Discussion, Bedside Procedures and Instruments, Commonly Used Drugs, and Radiology.
- Contains beautiful illustrations and photographs of the cases discussed.

255 LINE DIAGRAMS & 81 CASES

Full Colour | Paperback | 2/e, 2011 | 8.5” × 11”
486 pp | 9789350250280 ₹ 995

Pearls in Medicine for Students
Mysteries behind Diagnosis
by Kundu

Salient Features
- An ideal book to increase the knowledge-bank in internal medicine.
- Emphasis on common medical presentations with reasoning behind diagnosis.
- An updated, practical, problem-based and cost-effective clinical approach.
- Stress on etiology, differentials, diagnosis and management.
- Concise but comprehensive and easy-to-use format of some ‘facts’ in medicine.
- A ‘window’ in clinical medicine’ encountered in day-to-day practice.
- Invaluable resource for the undergraduates, postgraduates, junior teachers, and practitioners to reach a high level of clinical competence.

156 PHOTOGRAPHS

Full Colour | Paperback | 2/e, 2016 | 6” × 9”
350 pp | 9789385891588 ₹ 895

Case History & Data Interpretation in Medical Practice
by Abdullah

Salient Features
- Designed to present many common and uncommon medical scenarios in day-to-day practice.
- Enriched mainly with 333 case histories and clinical data, 26 spirometry tracings, 14 family trees, 16 data on cardiac catheterization and 171 clinical pictures of Multiple Diseases and brief short notes.
- Addition of new cases, new data and latest advancement for mastering the skills of interpreting various types of data in Clinical Medicine.
- Useful for postgraduate students to practice and assess their competency in interpreting clinical scenarios.
- Great ready reckoner for teachers and busy practitioners in quickly refreshing their memory.

43 LINE DIAGRAMS & 171 PHOTOGRAPHS

Full Colour | Paperback | 3/e, 2015 | 6.75” × 9.5”
518 pp | 9789351523758 ₹ 1050

Textbook of Medicine
(2 Volume Set)
by Das

Salient Features
- Up-to-date, reader-friendly and authentic textbook.
- All chapters and sections have been thoroughly updated up to the last half of 2016 with newer information.
- Deal with the theoretical and clinical aspects of health and diseases.
- The present edition has been the concerted effort of many reputed medical teachers holding important teaching and research positions in India.
- Includes treatment modalities, information on basic sciences, such as genetics, therapeutics, invasive and non-invasive interventions, instrumentation in health sciences, introduction to molecular tools in diagnosis and treatment, like specific monoclonal antibodies.

304 LINE DIAGRAMS & 757 PHOTOGRAPHS

Full Colour | Paperback | 6/e, 2017 | 8.5” × 11”
1706 pp | 9789386056108 ₹ 2095
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The Skills of History Taking (for Medical Students and Practitioners) by Tanwani

**Salient Features**
- All the chapters have been thoroughly revised and updated.
- Covers practical aspect of history taking, based on the culture, tradition and lifestyle of our country.
- Focuses on the most undercovered aspect of communication: How to ask?
- Includes a description of the format of history taking and a methodical approach of its presentation by the students.
- Some new chapters have been added on communication skills during internship and postgraduation, and communication skills in clinical practice.
- It will help the students in improving their communication with various types of patients, both in their present as well as future life.

**8 PHOTOGRAPHS**

**Practical Standard Prescriber**
by (Late) Gupta, et al.

**Salient Features**
- This book has been continuously modified and revised as per the latest information.
- Apart from adding up-to-date information on new drugs and therapeutics, special care has been taken to highlight the duration of therapy, adverse reactions and toxicity which are important while prescribing medications to a patient.
- A brief overview/definition has been added for each disease entity along with the clinical signs, symptoms and laboratory diagnosis.
- Updated guidelines and recommendations for immunization and management of hypertension have been incorporated.

**Intern Tips in Internal Medicine (Tips in Inpatient Rotations Internal Medicine, Family Medicine and ICU) by Aragon & Plavsic**

**Salient Features**
- This book aims to provide physician-in-training, physician-in-practice and medical students with a quick reference for commonly seen inpatient issues.
- Covers common inpatient cases seen on internal medicine, family medicine, intensive care unit (ICU) as well as inpatient surgery rounds.
- Admission orders, progress notes and discharge summary examples are included to help the physicians/physicians in training focus on the points needed in each note.
- Organized by organ system and addresses wide differential diagnosis concerns and specific diagnostic work-ups for common patients’ presentation.
- It attempts to point the clinicians in the proper initial direction to assist in disposition, initial management and initial patient work-up.

**AC’s Introduction to Clinical Medicine For MBBS I and II by Chalise**

**Salient Features**
- Presents a comprehensive contents to cover the syllabus.
- Includes boxes to highlight important points of the text.
- Explains various procedures with the help of high-quality line diagrams.
- Also includes chapters on Common Diagnostic Tests and Basics of the Electrocardiogram.
- Provides 275 Multiple Choice Questions with solutions, previous years’ papers with solutions and hints, and probable questions that cover entire syllabus.

---

Buy our books online from www.jaypeebrothers.com
History Taking and Clinical Examination Pattern at a Glance
by Piryani & Piryani

Salient Features
- The content has been thoroughly updated.
- Consists of concise and quick-reference format of history taking and clinical examination for students.
- Summarizes stepwise account of the history taking and physical examination techniques used in internal medicine, psychiatry, dermatology, ophthalmology, pediatrics, obstetrics and gynecology, general surgery, orthopedics, ENT and dentistry.
- Gives essential and critical information needed to obtain a clinically meaningful history from the patient and conduct physical examination in clinical settings.
- Compact, lightweight and pocket-sized book can be carried around workplace easily.

Pocket Manual on the Art of History Taking
by Prabhu

Salient Features
- Concise book with very informative text.
- Thoroughly revised and updated edition.
- Presents the art of history taking from the surgeon's and clinician's points of view.
- Gives clear indication as to the potential areas of impediments to communication within a hospital set-up, allowing planning of corrective measures.
- Develops good communication skills amongst the readers.
- Useful for medical students, teachers, budding as well as practising clinicians and surgeons and administrators of busy hospitals.

Concise Pocket Medical Dictionary
by Panda

Salient Features
- Authoritative and up-to-date reference book.
- Provides all the important terms in a concise form.
- Enriched with colourful illustrations, pronunciations and etymologies for the readers to understand the complex medical terminologies.
- Defines terms in anatomy, physiology, medicine, surgery, obstetrics and gynecology, biochemistry and genetics and the major medical and surgical specialties.
- Incorporates most commonly used terms and vocabulary mentioned in any large-sized dictionary.

156 LINE DIAGRAMS & 256 PHOTOGRAPHS
Medical Writing A Guide for Medics, Educators and Researchers
by Mahanta

Salient Features

- The book has twelve experienced contributors of national and international repute, competent editors, reviewers and proofreaders.
- The chapters will give the basic concepts for research and publications to improve the skill of medical writing for medics, educators, and researchers.
- The chapter on legal and ethical matter highlights some relevant issues, which will help the readers to avoid research and publication misconduct.
- The first edition has given more emphasis on writing the original research paper and case report.

Other Useful Titles

How to Write the Thesis and Thesis Protocol
by Gupta & Singh

1/e, 2014
206 pp
9789351523017

₹ 650

Clinical Examination
A Practical Guide in Medicine
by Hira

1/e, 2011
528 pp
9789350253632

₹ 995

Chest X-Ray Made Easy®
by Karthikeyan & Chegu

2/e, 2017
236 pp
9789350255636

₹ 695

Echo Made Easy®
by Luthra

With Interactive CD-ROM

4/e, 2017
274 pp
9789386150202

₹ 895
Self Assessment & Exam Preparatory Manuals

**Companion for 2nd MBBS**
by Yatiraj

- Edition: 15/e, 2020
- Pages: 378 pp
- ISBN: 9789389776515

- Price: ₹295

**GEMS**
A Golden Endeavor for Medical Students

- Edition: 3/e, 2019
- Pages: 492 pp
- ISBN: 9789352705177

- Price: ₹850

**Target Educare’s Notes on Medical Subjects**
by Chitguppi, et al.

- Edition: 1/e, 2015
- Pages: 1264 pp
- ISBN: 9789351528470

- Price: ₹1195

**Self Assessment & Review Medicine (Part A & B)**
by Khanna

- Edition: 13/e, 2019
- Pages: 1628 pp
- ISBN: 9789352709342

- Price: ₹1695

**2015-16 Platinum Notes (Vol-1)**
Preclinical Sciences
by Hassan

- Edition: 5/e, 2016
- Pages: 664 pp
- ISBN: 9789386056627

- Price: ₹695

**Medicine: MCQs for Medical Professionals**
by Mathur

- Edition: 5/e, 2020
- Pages: 1404 pp
- ISBN: 9789389776980

- Price: ₹1895

**Pre-exam Preparation for Medicine**
by Sarker

- Edition: 1/e, 2015
- Pages: 322 pp
- ISBN: 9789351525493

- Price: ₹495

---
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SRB’s Manual of Surgery
by Bhat M

Salient Features
- This manual has been updated and upgraded with a lot of dedication by the author.
- Recent grading and staging of malignant conditions along with recent trend in therapeutic modalities have been discussed wherever necessary.
- AJCC 2018, 8th edition staging system is added.
- Brief Operative Techniques of Relevant Surgeries have been provided.
- Recent Newer Concepts and Management are added.
- Exclusive 3000 original self-explanatory clinical photographs and illustrations relevant to the topics are incorporated.
- Surgical Anatomy has been included wherever necessary.
- Newer Appropriate Tables, Boxes and Illustrations with Special Points are added at appropriate places.
- Style, formatting and fonts are rearranged as per students’ need.
- Text material adequately covered to meet the need of exam-going undergraduates, for postgraduate entrance examinations, as well as to the surgical practitioners.

Bedside Clinics in Surgery
by Saha

Salient Features
- Practically almost all the sections have been revised.
- Special emphasis is given for elicitation of different physical signs.
- All surgical problems -emergency and non-emergency are discussed including important X-ray plates.
- Operating section includes all the steps of important operations.
- The TNM classification of all the malignant tumors has been updated.
- Surgical anatomy section discussed exclusive hand drawn illustrations and tried to correlate the anatomy portion with short and long cases.
- All the short and long cases are discussed with lots of color photographs and schematic diagrams.
- The concept of exact measurement of a swelling has been incorporated by using a Vernier caliper instead of a tape measurement.
- A new long case on management of diabetic foot has been added in the long case section.
- In X-ray section interpretation of mammography has been added.
- About 30-40 new figures added as per the requirement of the main text.

Buy our books online from www.jaypeebrothers.com
SRB’s Clinical Methods in Surgery by Bhat M

Salient Features
- Thoroughly revised and updated with lots of additions and modifications.
- Handy and student-friendly at patient’s bedside.
- Must-read text has been presented in bold letters to give due importance at the time of examination.
- All the aspects of history taking and clinical examination of surgical cases described in detail.
- Lots of good photographs and diagrams are added.
- Each chapter contains history, clinical examination methods, investigations, differential diagnosis, and brief outline about all the conditions, which are relevant surgically.
- Case Discussions are given at the end of selected chapters to help student understand how exactly examination questions are being asked in clinical side.
- Clinical Pearls are added at the end of a few chapters as a surgical wisdom which is important while treating the surgical patients.
- New chapters on X-rays, Instruments, and Specimens are added for quick revision at the time of surgery practical examination.
- Salient points are highlighted in colored boxes for last minute revision.

Clinical Surgery Pearls by Babu

Salient Features
- Chapters have been thoroughly revised and updated.
- Exam-oriented clinical book for undergraduates and postgraduates in question-answer format.
- Unique presentation and style, retaining the student-oriented approach.
- Each case starts with a case capsule, followed by checklist for history and physical examination along with diagnostic points.
- Commonly asked examination questions are given in cases for reviewing the relevant anatomy, physiology, investigations, differential diagnosis, updated staging and evidence-based management.
- Questions for postgraduates are marked as PG.


Salient Features
- The second edition is revised thoroughly with all its modifications and refinement in the process of learning the fascinating field of surgery.
- It is based on question-answer pattern covering entire subject of surgery in 45 chapters.
- All the updated guidelines of 2016 have been summarized including the new definitions of shock, compartment syndromes, tuberculosis management, urological cancers and sepsis.
- Lot of new short notes have been added keeping in view the advances in the field of surgery to increase the surgical awareness of the budding doctors.
- Discusses key topics indirectly related to surgery such as radiology, anesthesia, transplant.
Practical Surgery Short Clinical Cases (Diagnosis, Viva Voce and Discussion) by Goel & Goel

Salient Features
- The entire book has been updated.
- Brief yet comprehensive, easy-to-understand textbook.
- Every short case is described with Clinical Diagnosis and Viva Voice questions with their answers and Discussion of the disease at the end.
- Excellent format of Discussion explains clinical features, pathology, investigations, prognosis, complications and treatment of the disease.
- A brief note on the mechanism of verbal examination with the types of questions asked is given in the beginning of the book.
- Covers viva on 95 short cases of surgical diseases asked in examination.

99 LINE DIAGRAMS & 295 PHOTOGRAPHS

A Practical Guide to Surgical Instruments X-rays and Operative Interventions by Agrawal, et al.

Salient Features
- Comprehensive, condensed and point-wise information.
- Highlighted important procedures, salient features, contraindications, advantages, disadvantages, and key points.
- Mnemonics have been added for quick recall.
- More than 150 diagrams and illustrations for better understanding.
- Ready source of information about surgical instruments, X-rays and OT notes that have been prepared keeping in mind the latest updates on various procedures taught at MBBS level.
- Primarily intended for MBBS final year students prior to viva-voce and practical examination, dental and nursing students and will be quick revision for postgraduate students.

107 LINE DIAGRAMS & 88 PHOTOGRAPHS

Undergraduate Surgery Simplified A Directed Self-learning Course for Undergraduate Surgical Students by Lee

Salient Features
- A problem-based self-learning course with question-answer format covering the essentials of the clinical surgical undergraduate curriculum.
- Presents in three progressive case-based modules and comprehensively illustrated with nearly 300 clinical pictures, X-rays, scans and drawings.
- Tried, tested and modified by student feedback over many years, the content of the book has already proven universally popular with both students and tutors.
- Based on the Directed Self-Learning Course developed over several years at Penang Medical College, Malaysia (affiliated to the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland and University College, Dublin).

104 LINE DIAGRAMS & 204 PHOTOGRAPHS

Clinical Surgical Case Manual A Comprehensive Treatise for Students, Teachers and Practitioners by Sundaramurthy

Salient Features
- Organised by disorder type, with 92 chapters presenting various surgical cases, their presentation and management options.
- Fully revised and updated, with two new chapters on ‘Perforation of Hollow Viscus’ and ‘General Oncology for Surgeons’.
- Frequently asked questions are included at the end of some chapters.
- 151 illustrations and images enhance readers’ understanding of each condition.

107 LINE DIAGRAMS & 88 PHOTOGRAPHS
Clinical Surgery
A Text and Atlas
by Chumber

Salient Features
• A complete textbook both for the curious students who have started learning the basics of clinical evaluation as well as a complete guide for the senior surgeon teaching clinical methods to the students.
• The entire text is spread over 9 major sections and includes 38 chapters in specific areas pertaining to surgery as well as allied specialties.
• The book is amply illustrated with color photographs, X-rays, diagrams and charts for easy understanding and long term retention.
• The various academic materials are all compiled by both senior authors as well as new surgeons, all of whom have been associated with the premier AIIMS, New Delhi, India.

84 LINE DIAGRAMS & PHOTOGRAPHS

Full Colour | Paperback | 1/e, 2016 | 8.5” × 11”
724 pp | 9789351526797

$1495

Clinical Surgery
by Sakr

Salient Features
• This book aims to help the medical student or clinician to meet the many challenges that they face in the clinical setting today.
• Comprises of 13 chapters that consider the clinical approach and diagnosis of different subjects related to clinical surgery, namely introduction to surgical case sheet, approach to clinical problems, skin and subcutaneous tissue, head and neck, chest wall and breast, dysphagia, anterior abdominal wall and umbilicus, abdomen, hernia, anorectal surgery, vascular surgery, urology, neurosurgery, and orthopedic surgery.
• Useful to surgeons to reach diagnosis using history taking, physical examination, appropriate investigations, differential diagnosis, etc.

121 LINE DIAGRAMS & 336 PHOTOGRAPHS

Full Colour | Hardbound | 1/e, 2012 | 8.5” × 11”
428 pp | 9789350252246

$1550

Textbook of Modern Surgical Science
(In Hindi)
by Goel & Goel

Salient Features
• A first of its kind book on modern surgical science written in simple Hindi.
• Discusses all aspects of surgical diseases, such as definition, etiology, pathology, signs and symptoms, investigations, complications, and treatment.
• Diseases are explained more with the help of diagrams, flowcharts, and diagnostic investigations.
• Useful for undergraduate and postgraduate students.

379 LINE DIAGRAMS & 1374 PHOTOGRAPHS

Full Colour | Paperback | 1/e, 2015 | 8.5” × 11”
1046 pp | 97893515525424

$1550

Gateway to Success in Surgery
by Ray

Salient Features
• This manual is a comprehensive guide to surgery through the presentation of case studies.
• Divided into three sections – long cases, short cases and paediatric cases.
• Each case begins with a description of the past, present and family history of the patient, followed by general and systemic examination, treatment, then a summary.
• Each case includes a common questions and answers section, as well as detailed images and illustrations.

84 LINE DIAGRAMS & PHOTOGRAPHS

Full Colour | Hardbound | 1/e, 2012 | 8.5” × 11”
428 pp | 9789350252246

$1550
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Surgery Essence
by Singh

Salient Features

- Synopsis added before questions to build concepts and to save precious time.
- New NBE based pattern (wider coverage, concept development, one-liner approach).
- Image-Based Questions with Answers (According to Recent Examinations) have been added.
- Solved MCQs (PGMEEs 2020-1985) including All Recent Questions (2020-2013).
- Thoroughly verified answers from MCh aspirants and residents.
- Explanations in tabulated form.
- Explanations incorporating only relevant and high yielding facts.
- Highlighted important and golden facts.
- Explanations from most authentic surgery books.

Full Colour | Paperback | 8/e, 2020 | 8.5” × 11” | 1232 pp | 9789389776553

₹ 1695
| B   | 9789352700264 | Antony | TAB 4 U: A Concise of Pharmacology | 1/e  | 2017 | 270 |